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FINGER JOINT ASSEMBLY WITH BALL BEARING (Z=2) SHANK 12MM - Ø39,7MM

€130,60 (excl. VAT)

The Klein Finger-Jointer is an assembly of six high-quality carbide tipped finger slot cutters. The minimum
thickness is 11mm with the one-finger slot cutter; the maximum thickness is 36 mm with the five-finger

assembly. The appropriate assembly is chosen according to the wood thicknes. Using this finger joint
assembly will greatly strengthen the joint significantly through extending the glue line threefold.

SKU: KL-E180397R
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The Klein Finger-Jointer is an assembly of six high-quality carbide tipped finger slot cutters. The minimum
thickness is 11mm with the one-finger slot cutter; the maximum thickness is 36 mm with the five-finger

assembly. The appropriate assembly is chosen according to the wood thicknes. Using this finger joint assembly
will greatly strengthen the joint significantly through extending the glue line threefold.

Equipped with a ball bearing for easier work. Thanks to the cutting edges in high quality carbide metal, you can
use this bit effortlessly on most types of wood. The kit consists of one bearing and six disc cutters. The disc
cutters A (Art. C180500R) have a thickness of 1,85mm. The disc cutter B (Art. C180501R) has a thickness of

5,5mm. Each disc cutter has two cutting edges.
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

HW carbide cutting edges
For most wood types

For finger joint assembly
Working height 11mm - 36mm

For router milling machines or CNC machines

DESCRIPTION

The Klein Finger-Jointer is an assembly of six high-quality carbide tipped finger slot cutters. The minimum
thickness is 11mm with the one-finger slot cutter; the maximum thickness is 36 mm with the five-finger

assembly. The appropriate assembly is chosen according to the wood thicknes. Using this finger joint assembly
will greatly strengthen the joint significantly through extending the glue line threefold.

Equipped with a ball bearing for easier work. Thanks to the cutting edges in high quality carbide metal, you can
use this bit effortlessly on most types of wood. The kit consists of one bearing and six disc cutters. The disc
cutters A (Art. C180500R) have a thickness of 1,85mm. The disc cutter B (Art. C180501R) has a thickness of

5,5mm. Each disc cutter has two cutting edges.

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 0,05 kg

diameter 39,7mm

Cutting length 36mm

Length 96mm

Shank 12mm

Cutting edges 2
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